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PREFACE

I had the privilege of spending most of 2007 living with my brother MSC in our Italian provincial house in Rome, ten minutes walk from the library of the Pontifical Biblical Institute. I thank the Australian Provincial Council for organising this time for me, my Italian brothers for their hospitality, and Father James Dugan SJ for graciously allowing me such easy access to the library. On the academic side, I am especially grateful to Father Jean-Louis Ska SJ, professor of Old Testament studies at the Institute. It was he who gave me invaluable assistance in working my way through the complexities of modern research into the Pentateuch, and who kindly read and offered me advice on the Introduction to this commentary.

I have been lecturing on Genesis 1-11 for over thirty years. One fruit of my recent Roman research is this introductory commentary in which I hope to make available to the interested reader an accessible starting point for further investigation of this remarkable piece of inspired literature, with its primeval narrative, Genesis 1-11, that uses story to communicate what it means to be human beings in relation to one another, to the world, and to God, followed by stories of the ancient patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph – stories that have inspired much art in the Judeo-Christian cultures, and have played such a large part in forming our religious imagination.

Understanding the kind of literature that we find in the Book of Genesis is fundamental to how we read this inspired work. This is especially important because of the insistence of many who think that truth in the inspired word requires that it make only statements of fact, as though God could not inspire poetry, drama, saga. They resist the findings of scientific inquiry. In doing so they misinterpret the Scripture, and fail to appreciate the wonderful richness of this literature when it is read as it is written, as story.

I thank Father Warrick Tonkin for the time and care he put into reading the manuscript and granting it the ‘Nihil Obstat’, and Archbishop Mark Coleridge for permission to publish. My prayer is that this Introductory Commentary will enrich your appreciation of this ancient and inspiring book.

– Feast of the Sacred Heart 2008